
Welcome to a new world of 
artful convenience. 
A world where convenience means consumers 
get what they want, where and when they want 
it. In this world, payment is fast and simple. 
Barriers magically disappear and create amaz-
ing experiences for consumers. Join the fastest 
growing payment network for everyday things. 
It’s easy and rewarding. Artful convenience 
awaits. Swipe up, and let’s go.

The World’s Leading Payment Network 
for Coin-operated Machines

FREE MOBILE APP 
EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

Everyday payments made easy.



Bringing Mobile Payment to Vending.PayRange® BluKey

BluKey

BluKey Plus

Gone are the days of digging for loose change and dealing with coin 
jams. PayRange offers a new way to pay and so much more.

A BluKey in your machine and a “PayRange Accepted Here” sticker 
is all it takes to improve satisfaction and capture sales that would 
otherwise have been lost. 

The BluKey works alongside bill and coin acceptors and the BluKey 
Plus adds compatibility with MDB card readers. 

Upgrade now to bring your machines into the digital age and onto 
the leading payment network for machines.

Join over 1,800 operators using PayRange today!

SIMPLE. FAST. SECURE. REWARDING.

Lift Sales.  
Win New Accounts. 
Delight Consumers.

Everyday payments made easy.



HOW IT WORKS Secure and cost effective. No networking infrastructure required at machine or location.

Digital marketing and rich analytics for coin-operated businesses.MORE THAN PAYMENT

PAYRANGE CORE COMPETENCY

PayRange®  
Cloud PlatformBluetooth WIFI / Cellular Internet

PayRange® 
Manage Console

BluKey SmartphoneMachine

Install BluKey, affix decal, and 
promote at locations.1 Download FREE PayRange App, 

preload funds, and make purchases.2 View sales, run reports, edit settings, 
and create promotions remotely.3
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5 STAR RATED APP KEY FEATURES

• Receive payments as a direct deposit to your
bank account each week.

• Improve cash accountability and visibility
of your entire business with the
Collections feature.

•Reward your best consumers with
discounts and instant rebates through
the mobile app.

• Access sales reports instantly from a
computer or mobile phone.

What users are saying:

Joseph Rini Mar 2, 2017

It’s awesome! If I don’t have money on me and  
I need a snack this app saves the day. Much  
safer and less expensive than using my card  
on the machine.

Jess Namhie Feb 28, 2017 

Love this app/service! Couldn’t be easier to  
fund and use. So convenient; I only hope more 
vending machines join the club.

Everyday payments made easy.




